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Legal Disclaimer and Forward-Facing Information
This presentation is not an offer of securities by Electra Consumer Products (1970) Ltd. (the “Company”) to the public and should not be interpreted as an offer of securities to the
public. This presentation is a general marketing presentation by the Company.

The information in this presentation and any other information provided during the course of this presentation (the “information”) does not constitute a basis for making investment
decisions and is not a recommendation or an opinion by an investment advisor or tax advisor nor a substitute for a potential investor’s judgment. The information included in this
presentation is a summary only and as such may differ from how it is presented in the Company’s reports, but it can be calculated from the data included in said reports.

Investing in securities, in general, and in the Company’s securities, in particular, involves risk. Take into account that past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
The purchase of the Company’s securities calls for an in-depth review of the information published in the Company’s reports as well as an analysis of legal, accounting, economic,
and tax factors.

This presentation is likely to contain additional data that was not presented in the reports that the Company published to the public and/or information that is presented differently
than how it was presented in the reports that the Company published to the public.

This presentation was prepared as a summary and for convenience only and is not intended to be a substitute for a review of the reports that the Company published to the public. In
order to obtain comprehensive and complete information about the state of the Company’s condition, its business, and its financial results and in order to obtain a complete picture
of the Company’s operations and the risks that the Company faces, review the quarterly statements, periodic reports, and statements published by the Company.

This presentation includes information that constitutes forward-facing information as defined in the Israel Securities Law, 5728-1968 (the "Securities Law") including, without
derogating from the generality of the above, information about the Company’s operations, including the Company’s expected sales turnover, EBITDA forecasts for the food segment
and the launch of Carrefour products, expected sales for the electrical consumer products segment in 2023, and revenues from Adidas stores that will be operated by the Company
(slides 4, 9, 11, and 15).

Such information includes, inter alia, forecasts, including forecasts relating to closing deals; the opening of branches; business plans; targets; assessments; forecasts and estimates,
including information presented through illustrations, graphs, surveys, and any other information presented in any way that addresses future events and/or matters whose
occurrence is not certain and is not in the Company's control and relies, inter alia, on the Company’s subjective assessments and plans as at the date of the presentation, its existing
engagements, the Company’s current financial performance - including the Company’s sales and revenues - and on an analysis of the general information that was in the Company’s
possession on the date on which this presentation was prepared - including data about the relevant industry, public announcements, research and surveys in which no undertaking
was given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information included therein and whose accuracy was not independently examined by the Company. Forward facing-
information, by its very nature, is subject to the risk that it will not come to pass and, as noted, is uncertain. The actualization of forward-facing information is likely to be affected by
risk factors that characterise the Company’s operations (which are described in the Company’s 2022 periodic report as well as its notices and reports), including developments in the
economic environment in which the Company operates, and by outside factors, including regulation, that are likely to affect its operations. Therefore, we reiterate that the
Company’s actual future results and achievements may materially differ from those presented as forward-facing information in this presentation.

For the avoidance of doubt, we note that the Company does not undertake to update and/or change the information included in this presentation in order to reflect events and/or
circumstances that occur after the date on which the presentation is prepared.
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Significant Events During and After Q1

Israel

The launch of the 
Carrefour chain in Israel

50 stores launched
in one day!

Israel Competition 
Authority approval to 
establish a customer 

loyalty club 
credit card with Bank 

Hapoalim (Bit) and Cal

Launch of the 
7-Eleven chain
of convenience 
stores in Israel

Expanded 
agreement with 

Adidas

Launch of new and 
more advanced lines 

of Electra inverter air 
conditioners
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Electra Consumer Products Group
Strong and diverse value proposition of brands and leading chains in all fields

7 Billion NIS
expected turnover in 2024

60 Million NIS
transactions per year

243k m2

sales floor
>300
stores

8
Leading e-commerce websites

Electra customer 
loyalty club

Electrical consumer 
products segment

Electrical retail 
segment

MAHSANEY
HASHMALShekem

Electric

Shekem Electric
Duty Free

Retail food 
segment Sports and leisure 

segment

SHVILIM

Real estate 
segment

The Company's estimates with regard to the 2024 
turnover forecast are forward-facing information, as 
defined in the Securities Law, as described in slide 2 of this 
presentation, and is based, inter alia, on the Company's 
budget and its assessment with regrd to the growth trend 
in converted store sales.
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Results of the Group’s operations Q1 2023 in NIS millions
Net of the food segment and without revaluation of investment property

Revenues

697 762 861

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

13%

Gross profit

180
216 245

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

% profit28%28%26%

EBITDA without IFRS 16

57
59

63

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

% profit7%8%8%

Net income to majority 
shareholders

35
26 26

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

With the food segment and with revaluation of investment property

697

1,450 1,506

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

Revenues
4%

180

419 432

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

Gross profit

% profit29%29%26%

57 55

15

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

EBITDA without IFRS 16

% profit1%4%8%

35
47

(11)
Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

Net income to majority 
shareholders
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Food segment -
we have 
launched 56 
new stores 
that as of Q3 -
will be fully 
operational

50 6

Retail 
food

Electrical 
consumer 
products

Electrical 
retail

Sports 
and 

leisure

Real-
estate

Sales NIS m

645

78
688 723

Q1/2022 Q1/2023

* Management assessments regarding sales 
lost because of stores being closed for 
renovation

Segmental profit (loss) NIS m

4

(52)

Q1/2022 Q1/2023

** The change in loss primarily derives from 
the closing of stores and accelerated 
depreciation of renovated stores

EBITDA net of IFRS16  NIS m 

(5)

(47)

Q1/2022 Q1/2023

*
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Israel

Successful launch of 
Carrefour Israel

13
months 
From signing 
to launch

42
stores 
Were
renovated  
in Q1

50
stores 
Were 
launched 
in one day!

84%
increased sales 
In 50 Carrefour stores  
from the launch date 
until 27.5.23

1,000
Carrefour 
products

in stores 

200
Additional 
Carrefour 
products
will be launched 
in Q2

14%
Carrefour 
products

from the Carrefour 
shopping basket

Forecast 
Update 100 million NIS

EBITDA 
after neutralising IFRS 16 
for a period of 12 months 
as of April 2023

The Company’s forecasts regarding EBITDA after neutralisation of IFRS 16, regarding EBITDA, and regarding the launch of additional Carrefour products during Q2, is forward facing information as defined in the 
Securities Law that is based, inter alia, on the increased sales turnover of the Carrefour stores that have been launched and the market share held by Carrefour brand products.
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The conversion and renovation of stores have 
proven themselves and create significant 
growth in sales per square metre

*

*

24

35 37 38 41 43 45
46-53

60

Bitan Wines 2022 Victory Tiv Taam Shufersal Supermarket Freshmarket Yohananof Carrefour Israel Rami Levy

2022 sales per sq. m. index

* Based on the Company’s assessments. Shufersal does not publish a per square metre calculation, and therefore, the assessment of its net sales was made by calculating the average ratio of gross:net commercial space (appx. 70%) in the entire industry.
Furthermore, the data about Carrefour Israel is based on a range of sales as of the launch of these stores on 09.05.23 until 27.05.23
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For the first time in Israel, a customer loyalty club that includes 
FMCG, consumer electronics, fashion, sports and leisure that will 
increase buying loyalty, shopping baskets, and frequency

The most popular digital 
payment platform in Israel 
with 3.5 million customers

Credit card 
operation and 
financing

All leading brands under one loyalty program
Accrue and use points at any of our chains:

Shekem Electric
SHVILIM

MAHSANEY HASHMAL

2023
Israel Competition Authority 
approval to establish a customer 
loyalty club credit card

30 million NIS
safety net for each of the 
first two years

250K
credit card 
holders in 2025

* As of now, the loyalty club credit card has not yet been launched. * The Company's estimates regarding the number of credit card holders in 2025 are forward-facing information - as defined in the Securities Law, as described in Slide 2 of this presentation - that is 
based, inter alia, on the opening of stores according to the Company's business plan.



Development of 
segmental income* - NIS m

36

38 38

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

EBITDA* NIS m

41

43 43

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

10

Growth in air 
conditioner 
sales and 
doubling the 
exports of 
heating 
systems

Retail food Electrical 
consumer 
products

Electrical 
retail

Sports 
and 

leisure

Real-
estate

+2%
Growth in sales of air 
conditioners in the 
local market

60%
of factory operating revenues are 
directed at exports twice as much 
as in Q1 2022 (32%) 

Launch of an 
inverter air 
conditioner line

Sales development* - NIS m

293

309

340

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

Development of segmental 
income* - NIS m

36

38 38

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

EBITDA* NIS m

41

43 43

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

* Not including solar energy operations that are in the process of merging with Rav Bariach (see, Note 4A to the financial statements), and 
not including AirWell operations, which were sold in 2021
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Annual Sales 
Development 
(53% growth 
over 5 years)

Retail food Electrical 
consumer 
products

Electrical 
retail

Sports 
and 

leisure

Real-
estate

Segmental sales development –M NIS
Aftern neutralising solar energy operations that are in the process of merging with Rav 
Bariach and AirWell operations, which were sold in 2021

340

1,081
929 973 1,032

1,196
1,339

1,421

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Actual Q1 
Results

Q2-Q4 
Forecast
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Development 
in sales and 
segmental 
revenues 
during Q1, 
over the 
course of 5 
years

Retail food Electrical 
consumer 
products

Electrical 
retail

Sports 
and 

leisure

Real-
estate

Revenue development (in Millions NIS)
Aftern neutralising solar energy operations that are in 
the process of merging with Rav Bariach and AirWell 
operations, which were sold in 2021

208 217 218

293 309
340

Q1/2018 Q1/2019 Q1/2020 Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

63%

Segmental income development (in Millions NIS)
Aftern neutralising solar energy operations that are in the 
process of merging with Rav Bariach and AirWell operations, 
which were sold in 2021

11 10

20

36 38 38

Q1/2018 Q1/2019 Q1/2020 Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

245%
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Continued 
growth in 
sales and 
strengthening 
of the Electra 
brand

Shekem Electric MAHSANEY HASHMAL Shekem Electric
Duty Free

Retail food Electrical 
consumer 
products

Electrical 
retail

Sports 
and 

leisure

Real-
estate

+11%
inceased same store sales
including duty free
3% January-April

+4%
growth in online sales

+32%
in Electra brand sales

Sales development - NIS M

424 421 

484 

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

15%

Sales development - NIS M

424 421 

484 

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

15%

EBITDA NIS m 

25 

17 
20 

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023
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Increase of 
approx. 30% 
in sales and 
expanded 
brand 
portfolio

SHVILIM

Retail food Electrical 
consumer 
products

Electrical 
retail

Sports 
and 

leisure
Real-

estate

11 M NIS
sales of Adidas during 
the current quarter

6
stores expected to 
open in 2023

SHVILIM

Executed a memorandum of 
understanding to acquire 
leading surfing brands 

Sales development - NIS M

56

72

Q1/2022 Q1/2023

30%

Sales development - NIS M

9

6

Q1/2022 Q1/2023

EBITDA NIS m 

10 

8 

Q1/2022 Q1/2023
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We continue to expand with Adidas, the 
second largest sports and fashion brand in 
the world
Adidas - ID Card

1949
year 
established

€ 22.5 billion
2022 sales

€ 29 billion
market value (as at May 2023)

2,000
brand stores

Electra is expanding its retail operations with Adidas 
in Israel - exuting a memorandum of understanding

18 46
The transfer of 28 more stores 
from the chain to Electra 
(October 2023)

Right of first refusal to open additional stores

250 million NIS
expected turnover for the 
Adidas chain in 2024

23
concept stores

4
Outlet stores

1
Flagship store – Big Glilot
800 m2 (future store)

Source: Publicly available Adidas materials
* The Company’s assessments regarding the date of the transfer of the additional Adidas stores to its operation as well as with regard to the Adidas stores' expected sales in 2024 are forward facing information as defined in the Securities Law, as set forth in slide 2 and based, inter 
alia, on the date agreed upon between the parties and the sales turnover for the Adidas stores operated by the company on this date and the ratio of sales per square metre common in the industry. The memorandum of understanding is nonbinding. The transaction is subject to 
executing and concluding a binding agreement.
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Ayalon 
North 
Complex 
Land Unit in 
Rishon 
Letziyon

Retail food Electrical 
consumer 
products

Electrical 
retail

Sports 
and 

leisure
Real-

estate

The Company, in collaboration 
with the Reality Fund (50%-
50%)

Ownership of more than 60 
hectares in the reviving “Rishon 
Ayalon” industrial zone

The companies are promoting 
planning with an overall 
outlook for the industrial 
complex that is slated for the 
new development zone.

The goal of the design is to 
promote a plan for mixed use that 
will serve the City’s young 
population and create a vision for 
the entire region.

There are currently rights to 
approximately 205 metres for 
commerce and employment.

The Company and Reality are 
advancing an UMP modification 
and the increase in rights to 
approximately 285,000 metres for 
residences, commerce, and 
employment (mixed-use).

Development of segmental 
income – M NIS

2.7

31

3.1

33.7

2.5

Q1/2021 Q1/2022 Q1/2023

Real-estate 
revaluation*



Thank 
You!
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